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I. Background

In the summer of 1973 the state of Illinois to a very large extent aban-

doned the "foundation, " or Strayer-Haig-Mort, approach to general purpose

educational grants-in-aid for the K-12 jurisdiction, e.g. , the "common" schools

of the state. (1) The "foundation" approach had dominated Illinois K-12 finance

thinking for 46 years, the first foundation or "Strayer-Haig" system having

been adopted in this state in 1927. No attempt will be made in this report to

provide a detailed exposition of the 1973 Illinois school finance "reform" since

that has been done elsewhere. The reader is especially referred to treatments

of this subject by Ben C. Hubbard and by Fred Bradshaw. (2) Some general

discussion is, nevertheless, essential so that the readers, especially those

outside the state, can understand what type of grant-in-aid system is being

evaluated.

The current Illinois general purpose educational grant-in-aid can be

considered a "district power equalization" system if that DPE label can be

used on those state systems where no recapture of funds from the affluent dis-

tricts takes place as well as in states where recapture is possible. (3) The

current Illinois system is similar in fundamental concept to "guaranteed tax

yield" or "guaranteed valuation" systems that were pioneered in the states of

Wisconsin and Utah after World War II. (4) The original notion of a "local in-

centive" type of grant-in-aid is not new at all. It was advanced over half a

century ago by Professor Harlan Updegraff at the University of Pennsylvania. (5)

1
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The popularity-of-this-type of grant-in-aid system in more modern times is

due partially to the efforts of Professor Tohn Coons and his associates. (6)

At least for a time, "district power equalization" was considered by some to

be the most logical answer to constitutional challenges to state grant-in-aid

systems typified by Serrano v. Priest and Rodriquez v. San Antonio. There are

some reservations on that point at present. (7) The Illinois allocation reform

of the summer of 1973 also has many similarities and some differences with

a reform carried out simultaneously in the neighboring state of Michigan known

as the "Bursely Act. "(8) The reform was also similar in concept, though not

in operational detail, to recent DPE reforms in the states of Kansas, Colorado,

and Ohio. (9) Within the state the reform is frequently referred to as the "re-

source equalizer plan" or the "Hoffman-Fawell Act. "

Essentially, after 1973, more state funds are provided to districts in

Illinois with higher tax rates, tower assessed valuations, and heavier concen-

trations of Title I eligible pupils. Conversely, lesser amounts of state aid are

available to district without these characteristics. It is important to note that

the Illinois system, like all "reward for effort" systems, contains both a "tax

relief" aspect and a "tax stimulation" aspect. Larger state grants do go to

school districts with higher tax rates and similar assessments per pupil at any

given point in time.and should therefore have the effect of dampening down fur-

ther increases in rates in these high tax rate districts. However, ceteris

parabus, any district, including even the higher rate districts, must-raise its

local tax rate in order to get additional state support. To put the matter another
7
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way, the only way to get incremental state dollars, other than by a loss of prop-

erty valuations, an increase in Title I eligibles, or an increase in students,

is to raise the local tax rate. In most Illinois districts this cannot be done by

board actton alone, but must require a successful tax referendum. This assumes

of course that the Legislature does not make any major changes in the constants

in the formula. Since this is the case, a knowledge of the behavior of districts

relative to tax referenda is necessary to any understanding of the longer range

effects of the Illinois 1973 grant-in-aid reform. A dissertation recently com-

pleted at Illinois, State University by `Marin Rasanond throws somel-ight-on-this---

district tax referenda behavior and relevant findings from that stu.dy are included

in this report. (10)

The 1973 Illinois reform contains some additional features which should

be. at least brieflY noted. First, Illinois is one of four states (Pennsylvania,

Ohio, and Minnesota.being the other three) which provides additional dollars

based on the concentration of children from poverty families. (11) This is a

fairly expensive item in Illinois, accounting for $268,4917 779 of the $1,398,111;033

that was calculated for dist ribution through the general purpose grant-in-aid

formula using prorated claims for 1975-76. Nevertheless, it is believed by

many to be almost as important, if not more important, than the basic "district

power equalization" nature of the allocation formula. This provision for the

concentration of poverty children (each state calculates this factor in a different

way) rather than for simply the number of poverty children is a great benefit

to the central cities of the state with their ghetto areas and also to rural pockets

of poverty in the southernmost regions of the state. There are some additional
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complications in the 1973 law. For example, the old flat grants for affluent

districts were carried forward as was a calculation peculiar to Illinois called

the "alternate method. " This later calculation, which came into the Illinois

law at the time the income tax was adopted, distributes some limited amount

of funds to the top half of the wealth distribution. In, addition, a few districts

were left with the option to use the older Strayer-Haig allocation method. These

last complexities do not, however, affect many school districts and only a small

percentage of the students of the state are found in such districts. (12) One can

therefore say that the kind of allocation system being evaluated here is basically

a DPE or "guaranteed tax yield" formula with a fairly important weighting for

socially and economically deprived children included within it. Unlike Michigan

and California, Illinois chose to tackle the problem of fu.nding compensatory .

education by a pupil weighting rather than by a separate categorical or special-

purpose grant. The Illinois system therefore leaves the discreapn of how to

spend these compensatory dollars entirely to local boards of education. There

is, at least at the tirne, this was written, no "targeting" of dollars to specific

neighborhoods or individual schools within a district. How local boards exercise

this discretion will be closely watched by the General Assembly.

II. Design of the Evaluation

This evaluation proceeds in three stages. In the first part we use a set

of "equity" criteria which we have used on two previous occasions in Illinois. (13)

The feasibility and utility of these equity criteria were also recently demonstrated

on data from the states of Michigan and Kansas by Thomas Wei-Chi Yang. (14)
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-In this -report wethave_provided only:The barest explanation of these evaluative

techniques. The reader is therefore strongly encouraged to investigate some

of the earlier Illinois studies or the Yang study for a fuller exposition of these

evaluation procedures. Second, relevant findings from the Rasanond study con-

cerning school district tax referenda behavior in Illinois are summarized and

the policy implications of that study are highlighted. Finally, a three-year

period is long enough to generate a number of criticisms from practicing super-

intendents and the nature of some of these criticisms "from the field" is d s-

cussed. The report concludes with an outline of research and development

needs generated by this backward glance over the last three years.

III. The Equity Evaluation

The equity evaluation is found in Tables 1 through 6. In the first table

the criterion is one of overall disparity of expenditures per pupil. It is assumed

that the state of Illinois wishes to reduce the variation in expenditures per pupil

with the passage of time. This has been referred to in previous studies as the

"permissible variance" criterion, e.g. , the state will permit some variation

from absolute equality in expenditures per pupil, but wishes to at least reduce

the current variation. The statistic used is the "coefficient of variation, " e.g.,

the standard deviation divided by the mean and multiplied by 100.

Using the 1972-73 year as the base year, that is, the year prior to

the grant-in-aid reform, the variation in elementary districts decreased in the

first year of the reform and then increased slightfy in the second and third years.
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The third year value, however, is still well below the pre-reform level. For

high s.chool districts disparity has been reduced in each year since the reform,

with the greatest reduction coming in the last of the three years since the re-

form. For unit districts disparity in expenditures per pupil has likewise_been

reduced in each year after the reform; however, the greatest reduction did

occur in the first year after the reform. _While there are variations by organi-

zational classification of school districts and some evidence of non-linear trends,

one must conclude that overall.inequalities between school districts have been

reduced in the three years since the reform. If we can assume that expendi-

tures per pupil are highly correlated with levels of educational services de-

livered, then differences in educational service levels between Illinois school

districts are less in 1975-76 than in 1972-73.

Not all "authorities" in school finance are of Li opinion that the overall

variance in educational expenditures per pupil should be reduced. A sizeable

group are of the opinion that expenditure per pupil variation above the median

or mean should not be reduced and that, in fact, the only legitimate c_oncern of

the state is with the expenditure per pupil variation below some measurement

of central tendency. This group argues that "bringing up low spending districts"

should be the primary concern of the state and that higher spending districts

should be allowed to move out in front as far as they want to go. Indeed, the

more militant of this group hold that there is some type of civil "right" to spend

more money on education if that is their preference, relative to other allocations

of their tax resources. A number of older school finance scholars held to this

policy position, not the least of which was the late Paul Mort of Columbia Uni-

versity. (15) Professor Eugene McLoone of the University of Maryland is a

11
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forceful advocate of this position in the modern era. (16) -Mc-Loone has devised

several indexes to look at the bottom half of the expenditure distribution. The

one used in this report is based upon the percentage of Students foimd below the

median expenditure level and the amount of dollars needed to bring all students

to the median expenditure in the state. The index is constructed in such a

fashion that its value should rise as fewer and fewer students are found below

the median expenditure level. Table 2 indicates that the 1973 reform has ac-

complished this task of bringing up low spending districts in the case of unit

districts and high school districts. However; the index for elementary districts

does not show 'this ldnd of improvement. The apparent lack of improvement of

low spending elementary districts should receive further investigation.

The next four tables of the equity analysis are not directly concerned

with expenditure disparity between school districts although they are indirectly

concerned with resource disparity between local school districts. The concern

in these four tables is with the relationship between (a) the wealth of a school

district and (b) the expendtures penpupil of a school district. The criterion

used here has been discussed elsewhere under the label "fiscal neutrality. "(17)

It is assumed that the state of Illinois wishes per pupil expenditure to be less

of a function of local district wealth than it was in the past. That is, with the

passage of time, local district wealth will not determine expenditure levels,

and probably service levels, as much as has historically been the case. Both

the reduction in expenditure variance and the lessening of wealth as a determinate

of expenditures are normally seen as steps tcward increasing equality of edu-

cational opportunity among students in Illinois. The use of the state fiscal
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apparatus as a means of equalizing educational opportunities has been defended

elsewhere. (18)

We have used two specifications of this important criterion of "fiscal

neu.trality" in the evaluations conducted at 41 The first involves the

Gini Index, or "index of concentration mes called. As in pre-

vious research reported by Hickrod and his associates, this index is based on

a bi-variate set of measurements rather than a ,univariate set of measurements. (19)

That is, both wealth and expenditures (or alternat 3nues) are used rather

than expenditures alone. This usage is to be contrasted with the traditional

Gini applications made by McCloone, Michelson, Grubb, Alexander, and others

which are based upon expenditures alone. (20) Since the Gini coefficient has

been used several different ways in recent school finance research, it is neces-

sary to ascertain in each piece of research just what kind of application has

been made. (21)

Basically what we have done in this bi-variate application is to rank

the school districts from low to high up6n some specification of wealth.. In the

Illinois evaluations we have used, property valuations per weighted pupil and

income per weighted pupil. Once this wealth ranking of districts is completed

a cumulative percentage distribution of pupils is then forMed starting from the

poorest districts and working to the top. A similar cumulative distribution is

established for state and local revenues or expenditures. The two cumulative

percentage distributions (wealth and expenditures) are then plotted on an X-Y

axis. If local 'wealth were not a factor in expenditures in a given state, the

X-Y plot of the two cumulative percentages, wealth and state and local revenues,

13
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would be in fact a straight line. That is, the poorest 10 percent of students would

get 10 percent of the available "pie" of state and local monies, the poorest 20

percent would get 20 percent, e tc. , etc. A distribution of state and local funds

would prevail that would be "neutral" of local resource disparities, and this is

exactly what is necessary in any operational definition of "fiscal neutrality. "

We have not found this absolute fis cal neutrality, e. q. , the straight line, to

prevail in Illinois, IVfichigan, or Kansas, at least where state and local revenues

are concerned. Ou.r investigations at the Center have not employed either fed-

eral funds or funds distributed by categorical state programs. The inclusion

of federal grants and state categorical grants could alter the observed "fiscal

neutrality" situation. When the poorest 10 percent of the students receive

less than 10 percent of the funds, the poorest 20 percent less than 20 percent

of the state and Local revenues, etc., the plotting of the cumulative percentages

will result in a curve which departs from the straight line representing absolute

fiscal neutrality. This "Lorenz curveAS interesting in and of itself, but re-

searchers usually prefer a numerical:IA:113.e which will describe the extent of

the departure of the curve from the straight line. There are several ways of

computing such a value, referred to as a Gini index, Gini coefficient, or co-

efficient of concentration. Appendix A to this paper, prepared by Ramesh

Chaudhari, sets forth one possible calculation procedure. Readers interested

in examining the computer program for such a calculation should address them-

selves to Professor Chaudhari- at the Illinois State University Computer Center. (22

The Gini values found in Tables 3 and 4 should be interpreted in the following

manner: the smaller the value of.the coefficient, the closer the state of Illinois

14
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has moved to the goal of fiscal neu trality; that is, larger values indicate a greater

departure of the curve from the line. The positive sign indicates that the curve

does not cross the hypothetical straight line. Where a negative sign appears,

and this occurs only once and/ is explained below, the curve has crossed the
o

line and the interpretation is made more difficult.

Table 3 indicates Viat w1 )roperty valuation per weighted pupil is

used as a definition of wealLi, the .atest amount of progress was made in the

first year after the reform as far as elementary districts are concerned. Pro-

gress continued to be made in the second and third years, but at a slightly slower

pace. Progress toward fiscal neutrality with regard to high schools is irregular,

more progress having been made in the first and third years than in the second

year. The unit districts show more progress being made in the second md third

year than in the first year. Unit districts are computed two ways, with Chicago

in the calculation and without Chicago in the calculation. The size of Chicago

has a great effect on the value of the coefficient, and while this is not as im-

portant where property valuations are used as a measure of wealth, it is im-

portant where income is used as a measurement of wealth. The evidence of

Table 3 clearly indicates that where property valuations are taken as a measure-

ment of wealth, Illinois has moved closer to fiscal neutrality in 1975-76 than it

was in 1972-73. The low values for the unit district indicate that absolute or

complete fiscal neutrality as a state fiscal goal is within striking distance as

far as unit districts are concerned. The departure from perfect fiscal neutral-

ity is somewhat greater for the separate elementary and high school districts.

15
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Table 4 contains the same ldnd of information but income per weighted

student is used rather than property valuations per weighted student. For ele-

mentary districts there is a steady movement toward fiscal neutrality with the

biggest improvement occurring in the first year after the reform. 'For high

school districts there is also a movement toward fiscal neutralitY with progress

being greatest in the first and third years. Unfortunately, for unit districts the

results are not S he first two years there was a movement away from

fiscal neutrality, then in the third year the data indicate a movement toward

fiscal neutrality. In fact, the negative sign indicates a condition in which the

curve has in-sfact crossed the line, which means that through at least a part

of the schedule, poorer students were receiving more than their proportionate

share of state and local dollars. When the curve crosses the line it is difficult

to arrive at a straightforward interpretation of the Gini 'ex. When Chicago

is dropped from ir s? distribution, a somewhat clearer pict, emerges. A

movement towardscal neutrality ianoted in the first twb ,ars with a slight

reversal in the tirrd year. The difference between the ree us with and without

Chicago reflect the fact that the city of Chicago school district ranks relatively

high on most measures of income, at least where measurements of central

tendency are used, e.g. , median family income, income per:student, etc.

Thus an increase in grants-in-aid to Chicago will tend to move the state of

Illinois away tram fiscal neutrality, not toward fiscal neutrality, since on the

measurement Irs;brii-- Chicago cannot be considered a "poor" district. The

chronic problem-. .77'what constitutes a "poor" district in sChool finance research

is beyond the scope of this paper, but it can be observed that research by Hou

in Illinois has already demonstrated that three kinds of wealth measurements,

I 6
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e.g. , property valuation, inconE, and poverty measures (percentage low income,

Title I eligibles, etc. ) are not related in any simple linear fashion. (23) Chicago,

for example, is rich on some income measurements, average on some property

valuation measurements, and poor if zrJ. lsures of poverty are used. This fact

greatly complicates policy maldng in Illinois since most of us think in simple

linear terms of "rich" vs. "poor. "

Complications with the Gini coefficient have led us to use a more familiar

tool in financial and economic research, the linear least squares regression.

These results are found in Tables 5 and 6. This technique, used also by Michel-

son (24) and Feldstein (25), regresses expenditures against some measurement

of school district wealth, in this case ptc5perty valuations and income per weighted

pupil. Both variable e tr-msformeclinto their logarithms to facilitate com-

parisons through time Arld ..:ace. The evidence of Table 5 is the most syste-

matic and regular that vre,tlaye. In all categories of districts there is a continual

inucrovernent toward $_..UcaD rieutrality: This is especailly tru.e in unit districts

where the slope of th-F, 'am) 1:tween property valuation per weighted pupil and

expenditures per weited pupil has been cut in halfwithin a three-year period.

It would be noted, hmeTer, that the data used in th_ese regressions are not

weighted for size of cl:,. rit:* that is, Chicago has the ame effect on the re-

gression slope as an2, othp,r district in the state. In th Gini treatments, the

larger districts have :he Treater effects. The evidenet--using income, rather

than property valuationz, mot as,regular in form but the third year's values

are all less than the vai tress-. orior to the 1973 reform and, therefore, in general,

support the findings when propv3rty valuations are used as a measurement of

17
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wealth. If simple unweighted linear regression is acceptable as a measurement

of fiscal neutrality, then Illinois has moved toward the goal of fiscal neutrality

in the last three years. Note also that the regression analysis supports the

Gini analysis in'the observation that the state is closer to attaining "absolute"

fiscal neutrality in unit districts than in either the elementary districts or the

high school districts. Both measurement techniques are established in such a

manner that a zero reading would constitute "absolute" or "perfect" fiscal

neutrality. The reader is again reminded that a zero reading on these measure-
-

ments would mean fiscal neu trality had been attained relative to local revenues

plus state general aid. The addition of state categorical aid, or federal cate-

gorical aid, might move the state either further toward, or more likely away

from, fiscal neutrality.

During the first two years following the reform of the summer of 1973,

the state of Illinois did fully fund the new formula. In the third year, however,

that is the 75-76 school year, the effect of the recession on the state's sales

tax and inc ome tax was felt and the state prorated state aid at 94.6%. While

this proration certainly caused hardships in individual school districts, we

have no evidence that it greatly upset the movement of Illinois toward the state

fiscal goals of reducing expenditu.re disparity and decreasing the reliance of

expenditures upon local district wealth. This result would probably be expected

since state funds were still increasing at a rapid rate. Between 1972-73 and

1975-76 general state aid, exclusive of state categoricals, increased from

$802,600,000 to $1,173,0 00,000. While the funds thus available were not

18
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?nough to "fully fund" the formula in the sense of providing '75% of a district's

'entitlement" (the 1973 reform was designed to be phased-in equally over a

!our-year period), an increase of this magnitude in state aid would certainly

De expected to make expenditures less a function of local district wealth and

to aid low wealth districts in closing the gap with their more affluent neighbors,

especially when the number of students decreased. This would be inevitable

unless the distribution formula were malfunctioning in some way to distri1-11te

these increased state aid dollars fo the more affluent districts. This report

indicates no such malfunction. It-shoulclbe-notedihoweverr-that-placing a

reduction fraction in front of the whole-formula is, of course, a means of lower-

ing state aid. If this practice were continued by the General Assembly after the

fourth and final year of the phase-in, then it might well have the effect of moving

the state away again from the fiscal goals we have highlighted in this and other

reports.

The results of the equity analysis in this third year after the formula

change are much like those observed in the first two years after the formula

change. However, we do not wish anyone lulled into a false sense of security

by these results reported by the Center. It is perfectly possible that the pro-

gress Illinois has shown in reducing expenditure disparities and moving toward

fiscal neutrality in the last three years is a phenomena of the "phase-in" period

of funding. To see why this might be so It is necessary to recall that districts

are paid 2.aring the phase-in period for their past and current effort. Once the

formulaJ fully funded, however, districts will then be paid for their willingness

19
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to exert additional effort. Movement toward state equity goals in this period

"beyond full funding" will then turn on the question of what kind of districts are

able to pass tax referenda. If poor districts pass the referenda with greater

frequency than rich districts, then the movement toward equity goals observed

during this last three years will very likely continue on into the "full funding"

period. On the other hand, if rich districts pass more rr,r,,rpr 1- 'han poor

districts, then there is apt to be a retreat from equity goals in the period "be-

yond full finding. " Progress toward equity goals is unquestionably assisted by

_increases-in state funding with only little regard to the exact nature of the grant-.

in-aid formula. However, in dLtrict power equalization states, progress to-

ward equity goals is also a mattes of just what kind of districts exert the addi-

tional effort which the state now-proposes to reward. For this reason, in DPE

states research on the determinants of effort becomes-of crucial importance,

including research on the passing cd tax referenda.

IV. Evidence from a Referenda Stady

Although the Rasanond study was primarily directed toward exploring

the determinants of school district behavior relative to tax referenda, there is

some evidence in this study that bears at least tangentially upon the evaluation

of the 1973 'reform of the Illinois grant-in-aid system. Tables 7 and 8, for

example, offer some evidence of the success or failure of educational fund tax

referenda in Illinois after the passage of the 1973 reform. The reader will

note that the succem-, rate has improved if the 20 months of the 1974-75 to

2 0
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1975-76 period (actually Tilly 1, 1974 to March 1, 1976) are compared to the

1971-72 to 1973-74 period (actually Tilly 1, 1971 to Tune 30, 1974). The im-

provement is more striking for unit districts than for elementary districts.

No data is provided in the study for high school districts. -Tote also .o incre

referenda activity in unit districts; over twice as many referenda were attempted--

in the secondtime period as contrasted with the -R:rst time period. Granted,

that both this increased referenda activity and mu.--re favorable passage rate

cannot be proven to be a causally connected resuLlt of the 1973 reform. It is

possible, for example, that the entire "climate" Tor passing referenda was more

favorable in Tilinois in the second time period than in the first. ThiS second

time period, however, is a time period in which the state was mnning into increask

problems in funding the 1973 reforms as previously mentioned. Did the threat

of proration of state aid early in the period and an actual proration of state aid

later in the period contribute to a more favorable "climate" to pass referenda?

Obviously this matter needs further investigation. The time periods are not

equal and the whole problem of which time periods to compare is not easy to

answer. An assumption was made in the Rasanond study that the effects of the

reform in the summer of 1973 would not start being observable in tax referenda

until, at the earliest, one year later in the summer of 1974. There are those

who would argue that an even greater "lag" is needed before the public could

relate the change in grant-in-aid methods to their voting I_ -1.bits. This small. bit

.of evidence does suggest that a reasonable hypothesis mih be that voters in

Illinois tax referenda are at least beginning to respond tn) the "reward for effort"

contained in the 1973. reform and that response is in general favorable to school.

districts. 2 1



Tables 9 and 10 contain a portion of Rasanond's discriminant function

results, those only -for tricts in Illinois. 'king at aesed valuation

per pupil, we can see tha.: the r e affluent districts continued to pass refer.,.nda

more often than poorer districts after the reform, the same as they did before

the reform. However, the means are not greatly different for the two groups.

An_interesting phenomena occurs with regard to median family income. In the

time period before the reform it was the richer districts that tended to pass the

referenda, but after the reform it was the poorer districts thattended to pass

the referenda, and this time there is a sizeable difference in the means of the

two groups. It is interesting to note that both before and after the reform it was

the districts having the higher expenditu.re per pupil and the higher median teacher

salary that were in the most trouble with their referenda. This fact suggests,

but does not prove, an increasing taxpayer resistence to higher teacher salaries

in recent years. The finding on percent family income $15,000 ard over was

quite unexpected. Both before and after the reform the unit districts with the

higher percentage of high income families had the greater trouble in passing

their referenda. Since this stands in contradiction of several findings to the

contrary elsewhere, it obviously needs further investigation. (26) The lack of

statistically significant differences is obvious in the two tables and therefore

the findings briefly noted here should be taken az no more than material for

interesting hypotheses to be tested by further investigations. Rasanond, herself,

comments as follows on her empirical models: "The fact that these models

explained only between 16 to 34 percent of the variance may have.= important

10.:114,...r.441

implication for school administrators. It may ta that those characteristics
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other than socio-economic and demographic characteristics used in this study

were very important in explaining the variation of the percentage of favorable

votes. Those other characteristics might be school-community rapport, school

public relations, administrative patterns, campaign strategies, and general

perceived quality of education of school districts. "(27)

At the cost of redundancy, the authors would like to stress that further

research on referenda results and on the related matter of change in tax rates

through time is essential if we are to ascertain the long-run results of a "dis-

trict power equalization" grant-in-aid system of the type passed-in-Illinois m."

' 1973.

If the richer districts are able to pass referenda and the poor districts

are either unable, or unwilling, to pass referenda, then the "rewards" for

added effort will, in the long run, tend to move the state away from goals such

as fiscal neutrality and reduction of variation in expenditures between districts.

However, if the poorer districts rather than the richer districts are the ones who

respond to "reward for effort, " then equalization goals can be served by DPE

systems as well as other kinds of distribution formula. Within the four or five

years that the 1973 formula is being phased-in, the sizeable increase in state

aid would probably mask most "long-range" effects. However, should the state

elect to stay with the "reward for effort" distribution system a few years beyond

the end of the phase-in period, which is either this current fiscal year or the

next, then it should be possible to observe the effects of this system "at the

margin. " It is difficult, however, for any economic institutional process to

stand tilL and that is especially true with one as subject to political pressures

as is school funding. As this report was being written, the General Assembly
2 3
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was in the process of making changes that will affect the distribution in the fourth

year after the major formula change. However, none of those changes in the

fourth year abandon the crucial "reward for effort" principle adopted in 1973.

If the state stays with this principle for only two or three more years, it may

finally provide that laboratory with which to test whether "reward for effort"

is incompatible with basic equity goals.

tAFV.

V. Criticisms of the Working of the Formula from the Field and Some Discussion
. cf the changes Made that will Affect Future Years' Analyses

Since the begirming of the use of the resource equalizer (1973-74), there

have been three basic types of criticisms. However, the General Assembly

and the Governor did not make changes in the basic formula until the special

session in the fall of 1976.

First, there have been a number of schools that wanted single parts,

but nevertheless important parts, changed within the basic context of the formula

or which varied only slightly from the basic context. One group wanted the tax

rollback provision removed. The law as passed in 1973 carried a provision that

unless certain conditions were met, districts receiving aid under the resource

equalizer would have to roll their tax rates back to the maximum tax rates that

the state would match. Another group wanted to give access to all schools

without the necessity of having a referendum,. (That is, they wanted elementary

and unit districts to be able by board action to go to the maximum tax rate that

the state would match. )

2 4.
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A second criticismhas been against the concept of how educational need

,
is measured. At present students in the_high school are weighted 25$ more

than other students. Interestingly, there are thos e who believe that this weighting

is too low. In fact, a per capita expenditure for elementary and high school

districts in the 1974-7 5 school year shows that the mean per ADA expendi-

ture per high school pupil exceeds 125% times the elenntary mean by 14%

($2,125 - $1,527 = 139%).(28) The chief complaint of this type has, however,

been,based on the fact that some districts get additional units because of Title I

weighting. It should, perhaps, be pointed out that the cities of 10,000 WADA.

and over ha,-ve always received some bonuses up to a 16% increase in the WADA

of Chicago. A description of the aid which the weighting factor provides to

districts is discussed later in this section.

The third type of criticism has been the kind that always occurs when

something new is around on which one's woes can be blamed. Some of these

problems might be corrected with inexpensive changes while others require

serious and large financial commitments by the state. The problems of infla-

tion and declining-enrollment are chief among-the-frustrating problems of,

schools which have caused mich concern by school persons. Many of these

problems are not with a formula but with the willingness to meet the problem.

The first group of complaints have been dealt with in part by, the legis-

lation ,enacted in the 1976 fall special session for education. The rollback

provision was abolished. What this will do to the spread of expenditure between

the "haves" and the "haVe-nots" in future years will be determined by which

districts in the long run are willing to raise taxes. The general suspicion
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among researchers and students is that income wealthy- districts, whatever

their assessed valuation, will be the districts that push their taxes higher.

Those persons who have correctly argued for greater access or for more

taxing power so that they could more nearly achieve maximum state assistance

made some progress in the special session of 1976. The transportation tax

rate was added to those taxes which might be used to secure matching state

assistance and the maximum tax necessary to achieve full state participation

was Lowered from 3% to 2.9% for 12-grade districts and from 1.95% to 1.90%

for elementary districts. This is still a long way from making it possible for

all districts to have full access by board action, but it does assist in some

measure with the problem by providing more dollars to districts not already

at the maximum rates that the state will match.

The second problem of how to measure need has not been changed* ex-

cept as the system used by the f ederal government to count Title I students

has changed. If the Title I count is to continue to be used as the measure of

poverty in Illinois, there is a need to adjust the federal count. The system

was designed to reduce the Title I count in affluent industrial states and it is

working. (The authors do not accept the above statement as,quirable, but

simply state it as a political fact. ) The reduction of number of students in

the schools of Illinois is being complicated by the artificial reduction of Title I-

students, mald.ng the loss of funds doubly burdensome to some districts.

For a fuller discussion of the way the Title I count is used in Illinois,
see an article by Ben C. Hubbard, G. Alan Hickrod, and Robert A. Burnham
on pages -57-62 of the 13th Report of the Illinois School. Problems Commission.
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This could be changed by simply stating what Illinois considers a student

from a poverty family. For a fuller discussion of this topic, see Appendix D,

which describes how the present count is secured and suggests possible desir-

able ways to correct the problems caused by the federal count.

The second set of concerns with the use of Title I is usually expressed

by those districts which have no students or few students in this category. A

majority of the research which we have seen seems to indicate that programs

designed for students who need compensatory education will exceed the maxi-

mum weighting of .75 that heavily concentrated Title I counts give to schools.

One method of putting additional dollars into compensatory programs in districts

would be to change the 37.5 weighting to a higher figure. If in the judgment of

the General Assembly the . 75 was heavy enough for heavy concentrations, then

it could be kept as a maximum while moving the 37.5 up. This would distribute

more compensatory dollars to all districts except those at the maximum and

would move more districts to the .75 weighting.

A third criticism of the payment of compensatory funds as is presently

done is that the dollars are not reaching the target population. There is cur-

rently only a requirement that districts of 10,000 or more file a plan before

receiving funds because of the Title I weighting. There are no penalties and

it can even be questioned whether it is correct to single out these districts

when some much smaller districts have higher concentrations (see Appendix B).

In an attempt to see what Title I funds would really do if fully funded,

the 1974-75 data relative to attendance, assessment, and Title I weightings

were used to calculate claims for each district in the state as though the full
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impact of the formula were being felt. Appendix B shows the percent of the

total claim in those districts which receive 30% or more of their dollars be-

cause of the Title I weightings. Appendix C shows the percent of total dollars

received by all districts reporting through each county because of the Title I

weighting.

When further decisions are made to adjust need, such things as cost of

living and income will certainly need to be considered.

Another large area of need is covered by the state through categorical

programs. Whether these needs should be a part of the general formula ex-

pressed as student weightings or continue to be met by categoriml programs

is being discussed by many persons, but at this writing no definitive proposals

have been introduced in the General Assembly. (29)

The needs area as it currently measured through the weighting of

students in grades 9-12 is challenged by some on the basis that the junior high

grades should be weighted more heavily than "1". Still others argue for weighting

for kindergarten and primary grades. There is only limited research on what

the various levels should cost. It is true that 9-12 grades cost more than 7-8

and that 7-8 cost more than 1-6, but "what is" vs. "what should be" are two

different arguments and little research has actually been done on what "should

be" the ratio. Nevertheless, it remains an area of contention.

The third group of complaints, sometimes aimed at the formula and

sometimes just "aimed, " are real problems for the schools. The question of

inflation and ways to deal with it was discussed at some length before the formula

was introduced. Making the adjustment as the formula was being phased-in

2 8
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was not considered desirable. Discussion of ways to adjust for inflation has

been suggested through time since the adoption of the formula. (30)

The declining enrollment problem has been addressed in part by the

legislation passed in the 1976 fall special session. A school district that is

losing students could for several years use either the current or previous year's

WADA. The new law allows a district to use either the current year or the

average of the three pievious years. This gives a district some time to adjust

expenditures to their decreasing income. Whether further adjustments will
--

be needed in this area can only be determined when it is determined how much

help this plan gives to districts and how rapidly districts can or will adjust to

the fact of fewer students.

One additional change was made in the law in the fall of 1976 which we

in Lhe Center support but which we wish to sound a warning against as a per-

manent part of the funding program. The 1976 legislation guaranteed districts

that they would get as much money with the formula changes as they would have

gotten had there been no changes. In a year when proration may cause the

decrease, this was admirable. However, the practice of "holding a district

harmless" from cuts in state aid because of desirable changes in the formula

should be avoided except in extreme circumstances. In some states where dis-

tricts have been "held harmless" from year to year, history has shown that

sooner or later most districts are guaranteed an income. In fact; this can

proceed to the point where the whole grant-in-aid formula becomes meaningless.

This pitfall should be avoided in Illinois.

2 9
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A recent ri:-.1c1sm of the formula. is that it is not flexible. This is true

for any district .a.t.-.7das not achieved the maximum tax that the state will match.

For instance, the fonmula guarantees all,strict::: the saa-r_ tztal dolirs, local

tit state, if the,77.- z he same ::74±- Any change upv.T.I.rd 01" downwaTd in

:he assessed va-r - 0 a district will ric. t4i...,:er the-total doll:rs co1lectEadtin taxes

and claimed state. Since th e. slate has not to datE 'I1d_100% of the

full claim, distn --- :hat increase their assessment do get, dight atage

(the amount of ths .t-)-oration cut). Wit-L. the advent of the n assessment law

(HB -990) and the nr emphasis on reaching 33 1/3% of real value, a number

of districts are having their assessment raised. Persons in these districts

argue that with thes e increases, they pay far more taxes but get no more total

dollars for the operation of these schools. This argument is true since the

formula was based on the tax rate. The simple answer by other districts that

have been at 33 1/3% all along is that those districts below this level have

been getting money for years that they were not entitled to receive and it is

about time they paid their share. The charge that increased or decreased

assessment levels below the guaranteed levels do not increase or decrease

dollars, except as state proration of the full claim adjusts, is correct; but it can

be considered a strength rather than a weakness depending on who is looking

at the problem.

The changes made by House Bills 1, 2, and 3 in the fall of 1976 special

session for education made the following changes which will change in some

ways the allocation of funds during the fourth year of the formula. This will

mean that when the Center evaluates the fourth year allocation, it will not be
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based on the exa....::t a P aw as these fIrst three years had been based on.

The followill,:, -ere made in the for=: 'in 1976:

1. Distric lot have a tax rate high ,-.',,ough to claim thg.,

maximum state aid to- War- taxes collected for trane-7ortation as operating

taxes.

2. Unit distric ' reach the maximum state assistance by taldtag

at 2.90% instead of -37 .f1.1:,T-..enentary districts Could a c h the maximu-mby

taxing at 1.9% rather t

3. The rollba-r. ,:;:sflon for districts-that taxed-beyond the. ma,ximum

tax rates provided in : ral law and all related statutes were repealed.

4. Districts w i.r ? the future be allowed to base their claims on the

.average of the past thref: years' WADA or the current year's WADA.plus the

allowable Title I weighttgs fn either case.

5. A provision.s added that provided that when state aid was calcu-

lated for all districts .as the law existed on Tune.15, 1976, and the appropriation

that was made is calcuta-i,------tainst that:allocation, if the claims are less than

the calculations with the aw and the spreading of the appropriations -there,

.districts can file under a hol harmless" statute for the difference in the .two

claims. Twenty-five million dollars was appropriated for payment to districts

under the hold harmless statutes.

VI. Research and Development Needs in Illinois School Finance

We shall close 11;7 report by outlining a number of research and de-

velopment needs in school finance. Where we Imow of research activity
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by an individual or individuals, this will be indicated. Loop iqbackward over

the last three ;Fears we are mi=dful of Francis Bacon s glo pbservation,

"There is no great concurrence between learning and wisdc " Most -it what

we lmow simply seems to set the stage.for further learning, an& wisdom does

appear to be far away indeed. To us the central policy que5ts-i= is whether or

not Illinois will retain the district power equalization or rewar-for e=ort sys-

tern that the General Assembly adopted in 1973. Researchhhbearstherefore

upon that central policy issue must be given high priority. t1irstnedis
therefore for studies which will help us determine which dittri:..ts may exert

the greater effort in that period beyond "full funding of the formula. This

would include research on which districts will pass tax referenda. Dr. Thomas

W. C. Yang of this Center is pursuing the question of determinants of effort

through a grant from the Illinois Office of Education. If we can assume that

Illinois will not abandon its reward for effort system in the immediate future,

then the second need is for researcirwhich explores different measurements

of effort. The present system of using the operating tax rate in the district

is only one possible specification of the concept of "effort. " Effort can also

be thought of in terms of the portion of income used to purchase Ea64.1. MEW II 1

aurvices. Such a formulation would then bring an income measurement into

theuhinois formnla via the "effort" concept. Dr. Daniel Hou arrr5 Dr. Warren

Carson of the IOE staff have been pursuing this line of inquiry. "E'rliray, an

income specification might also be brought into the formula through the "ability

to pay" aspects of the grant-in-aid system. Dr. Carol E. Hanes of tiaal0E

sthff has been investigating this possibility. All efforts to bring an income factor
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into tile Illinois formula, no matt, -low it, i;s:_dcne, are plagued by the fact that

no annual income data is currentl-- vailable in the state. Despite many, many

efforts to t animal income data, tr.Le on1.7-1717,-.ome data that is ible is

1970 federsta incomE, collected in :969. _Illinois lawmaare un-

derstandPtayhant to write law on- the hazis of data that maylemzine or ten

years old I.-ore The law takes effect. All of-the above matterarelate to the

basic forimt of the Illinois system. There are other research-needs not so

closely related to the DPE sy-sthm.

The change in the formula in 1973 destroyed most of thfinancial in-

centives that were in the system prior to that date for school ccastlidation and

reorganization. No one seems at present to be willing to tackle this-fourth

subject, I:possibly because reorganization and consolidation are so itically

unpopular in Illindis. However, if the net7 Governor in Illinois-tq _really serious

about improving efficiency in Illinois schools., this aspect of finanze cannot

be ignored. Prior research has shown an ample amount of diseconomy of scale

in Illinois. (31) s Center has proposed farther research to the Illinois fffice

of Education on this matter of reintroducinman incentive in the grant-in-aid

systemfor consolidations amd reorganizaticzns. In fact, the 1976 fan session

of the General Assembly di': _reinstate a .0-570 difference in favor-of =it dis-

tricts veiwts dual distrfrm.

Yna, .-±e method by-whicli a speciffcation of poverty is entered

Illinois form eeds further int,vsffgaticca.. There are qmesticasofboth aft-

stance aid- procedure here. Mally are satisfied with the "cone Z;11 ad:on
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whir= I1linco.f.3 shares with three .:their states, but some want further justifica-

tioffs for se.,Klincr more funds to are3 with heavy concentrations of Poverty stu-

deni y also want to eret its own poverty rneasu.rement and not

rely' upon the fedaral definition of ;cm -?.rty over which it has no control (see

Apridix 1.L.,re is also the ma1.r of "targeting" or "not targeting" these
41,: fled.: el,' tf,'41,.' oh: Ald old Or; 4IZ 41,! c,:11(11.' AI,: AG! 41,, std 11,:ger +Id eld.41,1d

compensate thto individual. ne orhoods or individual schools after a

district those funds by wl-v-,'--=,ver poverty measurement is finally used.

Sixth, there has lb-een a good deal. Cf. Ialk but very little research activity con-

cerning an r'inflation -adjustment" w±1 might be-added to the formula. We

-susprct the :hesitation liere springs -;.17..rom the cost to the state of such a factor

Should it be added o the- formula. But there are other possibilities in the "in--

nation adjustment area. For example, one notion that- needs7ftirther explora-

tion is the possitaty of a categorical grant to offset price incieases in utilities,

especially f'ael. This '"--mrtial" attack on inflation might succeed where the full

court pre,-.7s- would be crnsidered_mo expensive for the state to mount. Seventh,

regional-. --2rgeographiczost-e '-7-Ing adjustments might firri,several uses in a

revdzstat'grant-im-d fr=it.tha.. Recent research can:pie-Led by Professor

p-r1 d IVEr_ C=roll Melton of the University of Illinois for

e 111-1-m-t.TrOM.ce of F_:-Trica'-i.= canl .. so utilized. For example, it should be

--aossibl--tz-= the Mclii_tharr,Ca=rroll indexes to adjust an income factor before

the incror 111.,-)dfii ire-fa=la, thus more closely reflecting real

incame di'fference-s between school tricts. Such an adjustment is possible

on either ths "effort" and "ability":_concepts in the formula, or, in fact, on

both concepts.
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Eighth, the matter ci cost:differentials for special education students

and vocational students needs to ce faced. Dr. William Mc Lure of the University

of Illinois has proposed a methodfor revising the funding of special educaUon

and vocational education through n -.=-;_-s-43ansion of the pupil weighthags. This

important research is cited elsewhere in this report. Ninth, the work of this

Center haZ been concentratea these_last three years on the - ects of the new

general plTrpose grant-in-aid system on equity goals, notal)on the equity effects

of state ion -goricals and federal aitl. It is entirely possible that much of the

equity progress observable when Evoking only at -the general grant-in-aid in

Illinois has been offset by thP non-equalizing aspects of state categoricals and

federal aid. The progress towarf-equity goals reportud here and in two previous

reports might melt like amearly &.amw in the heat of: (a) the immact o± sta:e

categoricals and federal affd, or (b) the passage of referenda by wealthy dis-

tricts in piod beyond 'Rill funding. ' If the previous Center reports have

painted too bright a picture af the 1973 reforma, we am delEaerately aaffitag,

some darkyttones to the .c.:2a4p....Ution"._this repart.

wialle.7fin rea MT-satisfied with.e.maeasurement tools

we havered,,.--,..rrtar=uwed, to measure --equity, there-is .always room

for improvementtin sthoolanceEin measurement tec m es. :The .. recent

work of William Z. Russell suggests that partial or net etasticities of w

relative to ezpenchtt- Ires would be a better specification offiscal wrwealtr neu-

trality than the zimple or gross elasticities that we have,tcseidtthese last-three-

years in 3) Unfortunatetr-this_idea opens up-Fre whole subi

"proper " specriacion of demandtand.supply-functions-fn-r lc-12 finance, a
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matter upon which there is no little lack of agreement in spite of quite a litera-

ture on expenditure functions in education. (n) -77-iese ten matters do not ex-

haust the research possibilit'es; we have not even mentioned transportation

funding and capital funding, nor-have we mentoned expanding-the "circuit-

breaker" concept in Illinois. The latter is aLD needed if Illinois elects to

stay with a ,strong reward for i=- orientatior... Mese items &TB sufficient

to absorb the time and energy e quite a raimb--- Id individuals. What we need

now is some priority in these =1-y- research and development possibilities.

Without that, we are in danger of superacial investigation of all of them and

full development of none of therm.
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TABLE 1

PERMISSIBLE VARIANCE C RITERION
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION

72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76

ELEM. 29.4404 26.9674 28.2265 28.2703

HIGH. 28.1906 25.3338 24.2582 21.1215

UNIT. 1.4.7044 13.4378 13.4112 13.2873

TABLE 2

PERMISSIBLE VARIANCE CRITERION
McLOONE INDEX

UNIT HIGH ELEM
INDEX MEDIAN INDEX MEDIAN INDEX MEDIAN

72-73 0.90299 $798 0.82809 $928 0.89152 $764

73-74 0.91913 862 0.84944 996 0.87665 851

74-75 0.92161 910 0.85903 1099 0.84688 944

75-76 0.93728 939 0.87029 1159 0.88331 1011

4 2



TABLE 3

FISCAL NEUTRALITY
GINI INDEX
USING PROPERTY VALUATION PER TWADA

72-73 73-74 74 -75 75-76

ELEM 0.0995 0.0848 0.0727 0.0604

HIGH 0.0961 0.0844 0.0756 0.0623

UNIT 0.0345 0.0265 0.0143 0.0018

UNIT W/C 0.0506 0.0387 0.0268 0.0097

38

TABLE 4

FISCAL NEUTRALITY
GINI INDEX
USING INCOME PER TWADA,

72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76

ELEM 0.0959 0.0785 0.0711 0.0674

HIGH 0.1005 0.0821 0.0697 0.0535

UN IT 0.0139 0.0179 0.0236 -0.0311

UN I T W/C 0.0440 0.0370 0.0294 0.0325
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TABLE 5

FISCAL NEUTRALITY CRITERION
REGRESSION APPROACH
USING PROPERTY VALUATION PER TWAD A

72-73 73-74 74-75 75476

ELEM 0.27679 0.24592 0.23293 0.22 803

HIGH 0.4484.-.; 0.39949 0.34834 0.28896

UNIT 0.21691 0.17640 0.13493 0.10890

UNIT W/C 0.21693 0.17642 0.13478 0,10302

TABLE 6

FISCAL NEUTRALITY
REGRESSION APPROACH
USING INCOME PER TWADA

72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76

ELEM 0.31991 0.31165 0.23250 0.22592

HIGH 0.13539 0.16639 0.14900 0.12625

UNIT 0.16484 0.16530 0.09290 0.12546

UNIT W/C 0.16649 0. 16621 0. 09264 0.09670
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TABLE 7

NUMBER OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICTS HOLDING
EDUCATICN FUND TAX REFERENDA .

Year Passed Failed Total

1971 72 to 1973-74

1974-75 to 1975-76

45
(47.37%)

38
(52.05%)

50
(52.63%)

35
(47.95%)

95

73

..1

TABLE 8

NUMBER OF UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICTS HOLDING
EDUOATICN FUND TAX REFERENDA

Year Passed Failed Total

1971-72 to 1973-74

1974-75 to 1975-76

18
(34.62%)

57
(50.00%)

34
(65.38%)

56
(50.00%)

52

113

45



TABLE 9

SELECTED FISCAL CHARACTERISTICS AND REFERENDA RESULTS

UNIT DISTRICTS, 1971.72 20 1973-74

.....mmys.esarht.awsp.m.m..40.,.0...../...../0/01404.maPROftrid..I./1MMI/WWW*0.....0,41.0.0

Means Means

Group 1 Standard Group 2 Standard

(Approved) Error (Rejected) Error

W
V

Assessed valuation per pupil

01, Expenditure per pupil

W2, Percent folly intome $15,000

& over

615, Median teacher salary

W4, Median family income

02, Price

'Number of districts

oaftsw.P.I..m......6...PmwMm.Y.ft"wnweM.Mwm"iI.I.mlftRWPNObmaWwa.gyslyoy....~iae

28538,89 1784.18 27110.46 2343.10 0.10

1177.92 23,25 1203.67 458 0.16

15,02 1.39 16.29 0.91 0.63

9794,50 219483 10070,88 187.07 0,83

9a88.66, 30531 9204.73 240,41 0 04

044 0.50 0.02 0,.81

18
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TABLE 10

SELECTED FISCAL CHARACTERISTICS AND REFERENDA RESULTS

UNIT DISTRICTS, 1974-75 TO 1975-76

Variables

Means Means

Group 1 Standard Group 2 Standard

(Approved) Error (Rejected) Error F

Assamed valuatim per pupil 32659 68 1668432 31365,34 1437,27',
035H

k Expenditure peT7pupi1 1359.48 22.72 1415.6477 40,73 163

,

Percent fam'ily inComa $15,000 15489 0.83 17.65 0...90 2.07

& over

Median teacher. salary 11716.21 15346. 13548,57 1578.,,12 .1,36

Median family incomea 9106:79 182.30 9540.66 187.16 2 78a

lrice G.58 0.02 0.56 0.02 0,77:"

Number of districts 57 57

=k
asignificant beyond the 110 level vith 1 and 111 deg'rees of freedom.

48



A PPENDIX

COMPUTATION OF GINr COEFFICIENT

The districts are sorted in ascending order of weaadiper pupil.
The cumulative prepoxtions of pupils in the districts are represented
by the horizontal axis and the cumulatie proportions ofrotal operating
expenditures accounted for by these districts are represented by the

43

Yn 1.0

ADA
(wea1th-4)

0.0

ADA
(wealth --a)

:vertical axis. The curve thusplotted woUldLbea straightAlineif the
' operating expenditures per-pupil:were the sama.:in-all districts, A
:sagging curve represents lesser expenditure in poorer districts. . The,
measure of this inequality as defined by-Gini Coefficient G is given,

by,the forMula:
Area A

or after further simpiication

G

G

Area (A+B)

05 - Area B

05
= 1 - 2Area B (1)

Area B is the area under the curve and if n is the number of districts, and

5 0
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Yj
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cumulative proportion of ADA for the ith district

cumulative proportion of $ for the ith district

(x.-x. )
1 1-1 i)Then Area B . 1

or 2 Area B = E
1 1-1 1-1 1-1 1 1 1-1 1i = 1

(x1y0-N0Yex1y1-x6371

.1x2171-x1Y1-1-x21727)C1172

y -x y +x y -x y )
n n-1 n-1 n-1 n n n-1 n

(x2171-x1y2)+(x3Y27x2Y3)+.

+6( v -x y )+x y
n'n-4 n-1 n n n

= E (x.1 y1
1.

-x.
-1

y.)+1
1- 1i = 2

= 1- E (x. y.-x.y. )

i = 2
1-1 1 1 1-1

substituting the value of area B in eq 1

G = E (x. y -x.y. )

1-1 i 1-1i = 2

5 1

(2)

(3)
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A pPENDIX 8

RANK ORDER OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH RECEIVED 30% OR MORE
OF THEIR FULL STATE AID CLAIM BECAUSE OF TITLE I STUDENTS
BASED ON DATA FOR THE 1974-75 SCHOOL YEAR AS A PROTECTION
FOR THE 1975-76 YEAR

Rank
Order County School District Percent

1 Perry Community 211 78.69

2 Ogle Kings 144 67.58

3 Franklin Akin 91 60.17

4 Fulton South Fulton 330 58.84

5 Jefferson Waltonville 1 56.47

6 Randolph Kaskaskia Island 124 53.78

7 Gallatin North Gallatin 48.63

8 Washington Ashley 15 48.31

9 Cook City of Chicago 2990 47.82

10 Alexander Cairo 1 46.31

11 Fayette Farina-LaG rove 206 43.82

12 St.--Clair Brooklyn 188 42.76
St. Clair East St. Louis 189 42.52

13 Pulaski Meridian 101 40.07

14 Coles Oakland 5 39.76

15 Menard Greenview 200 39.62
Cook East Chicago Heights 1690 39.33

16 Kankakee Pembroke 259 38.85

17 Clay Clay City 10 37.81

18 Clinton St. Rose 37.19
Cook Posen-Robbins 1435 36.94
Kankakee St. Anne 302 35.08

5 2



Rnk
'Order. County

,19

20

Iroquois
Douglas

.Tefferson
Cook
Pulaski

21 LaSalle
LaSalle
Tefferson
Jefferson

22 Po Pe

23 Wayne
Kankakee

School District

46

Percent

Stock land 253 34.94
Artuhr 305 33. 99

Mt. Vernon 80 33. 92
Chicago Heights 1700 33. 86
Century 100 32. 95

Freedom 245 32. 80
Lostant 400 32. 03
Grand Prairie 6 31. 87
Farrington 99 31.08

Pope 1 30. 81

Wayne City 100 30. 68
Wichert 262 30. 37

5 3
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APPENDIX C

RANK ORDER OF COUNTIES IN TERMS OF AVERAGE PERCENT OF TOTAL
DISTRICT CLAIMS BASED ON TITLE I STUDENTS BASED ON DATA FOR THE
1974-75 SCHOOL YEAR AS A PROTECTION FOR THE 1975-76 YEAR

Rank
Order C ounty Percent

1 Pulaski 37. 96
2 A lexander 37. 57
3 Cook 30. 90
4.. .......... . _. Pope 30. 81
5 Hardin 28. 21
6 Gallatin 27. 40
7 Hamilton 26. 93
8 St. Clair 25. 60
9 Tefferson 18. 27
10 Lawrence 18. 18
11 Wayne id. 10
12 Fayette 16. 82
13 Greene 16. 47
14 Union 16. 19
15 Pike 16. 01
16 Saline 15. 88

17 Montgomery 15. 76
18 Morgan 15. 22
19 Tasper 14. 97
20 Schuyler 14. 80
21 White 13. 67
22 Douglas 13. 60

23 Kankakee 13. 35
. . -Peoria... . 13. 16

25 Brown 12. 84
26 Sangamon 12. 78
27 Massac 12. 73

28 Tackson 12. 67
29 Franklin 12. 60
30 Clay 11. 95
31 Scott 11. 65
32 Cumberland 11. 48

33 Edwards 11. 46
34 Stark 11. 29
35 Calhoun 10. 77
36 Washington 10. 69
37 Moultrie 10. 65
38 Hancock 10. 38
39 Marion 10. 12
40 Champaign 10. 09
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Rank
Order County Percent

41 Effingham 9.94
42 Cass 9.87
43 Marshall 9.77
44 Menard 9.67
45 Bond 9.56
46 Coles 9.51
47 Shelby 9.26
48 Wabash 9.20
49 Te 'sey 9.19
50 Williamson 9.05
51 Adams 8.67
52 Putnam 8.50
53 Ford 8.49
54 Edgar 8.49
55 McLean 8.46
56 Vermilion 8.37
57 Richlaad 8.34
58 Piatt 8.23
59 Clinton 8.21
60 Winnebago 8.12
61 Macon 7.81
62 Clark 7.79
63 Warren 7.65
64 Christian 6.86
65 Madison 6.63
66 Iroquois 6.41
67 Crawford 6.34
68 Henderson 6.16
69 Mason 5.80
70 Perry 5.77
71 Randolph 5.74
72 Rock Island 5.53
73 Tohnson 5.43
74 Milton 5.37
75 Knox 5.35
76 Lee 5.07
77 Mercer 5.01
78 To Daviess 4.92
79 Livingston 4.85
80 Whiteside 4.71
81 McDonough 4.56
82 Logan 4.25
83 Will 4.01
84 DeWitt 3.79
85 Macoupin 3.63
86 Ogle 3.51
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Rank
Order County, Percent

87 Bureau 3.39
88 LaSalle 3.32
89 Henry 3: 27
90 Stephenson 3 08
91 Woodford 2.93
92 Lake 2.49
93 Carroll 2.48
94 Monroe 2.46
95 Kane 1.73
96 Tazewell 1.71
97 Grundy 1.64
98 DeKalb 1.47
99 Boone 1.43
100 McHenry. 1.40
101 DuPage . 51
102 Kendall . 33
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APPENDIX D

AN ANALYSIS OF THE PROCEDURES FOR DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF
CHILDREN BELOW POVERTY LEVEL
by
Vern bn E. Pohlmann, Professor of Sociology, Illinois State University

Because considerable sums of money are distributed to local school dis-

tricts on the basis of the number of children in low income families, it is im-

portant to understand the procedures involved in deriving such statistics. It is

even more important to evaluate the adequacy of the data available for this pur-

pose. Finally it is desirable to consider recommendations for the improvement

of the data..

Procedures for Deriving Statistics

The number of low income children classified as Title I eligibles is obtained

from three sources. The tabulation of most of these children is derived from the

1970 Census of Population. The second largest number is calculated as 2/3 of

the children from families on ADC above the poverty level with the basic infor-

mation coming from. the Illinois Department of Public Aid. Finally, the Illinois

Department of Children and Family Services has the data on foster children or

those under the legal guardianship of the state.

To understand the procedures involved it is desirable first to review the

Orshansky Index. This index is basic to the derivation of the first two sets of

data identified above.

The Orshansky Index

Public Law 93-380 of 1974 amended the ESEA Act of 1965 to provith, that

the Commissioner of Education shall determine the number of children aged

five to seventeen, inclusive, on the basis of families below the poverty level.

57
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Since he is directed to use the 1970 Census, the criteria are based on the Or-

shansky Index. Similarly, the Secretary of HEW must determine the number

of children from families receiving aid to dependent children with inCome above

the poverty level as based on the Orshansky formula. In this case the poverty

level is for a nonfarm family of four, updated each year by increases in the

Consumer Price Index.

The criteria for determining poverty level in the U.S. are based on the

work of Mollie Orshansky (1965) and decisions by a Federal Interagency Com-

mittee. Starting with a 1955 survey of food consumption, the Department of

Agriculture (1957) had derived a nutritionally adequate economy food plan for

use when funds are low. It was determined that the cost of such a good plan

was approximately one-third the amount needed for families of three or more

to cover all necessities.

Poverty statistics based on the updated costs as of 1963 were prepared

by Orshansky and adapted by the Social Security Administration with cutoffs

for various types of families and individuals. Revised by the Federal Inter-

agency Committee in 1969 (U. S. Bureau of the Census, 1969), the index includes

a series of income cutoffs adjusted for family or unrelated individual (under or

over 65). Since then the figures are revised annually to reflect changes in the

Consumer Price Index. The cutoff levels for 1970 as based on 1969 income are

presented in Table A.

1970 Census Data

The major portion of the children eligible under Title I was obtained in

1970 from a twenty-percent sample Of households, so that the number of children

5 8



TABLE A. Weighted Average Thresholds at the Poverty Level in 1969, by Size of Family
and Sex of Head, by Farm and Nonfarm Residence

Size of family Total

Nonfarm Farm

Total
Male
head

Female
head

Total
Male
head

Female
hezd

All unrelated mdividuals $1,834 $1,840 $1,923 $1,792 $1,569 $1,607 $1,512

Under 65 years 1,888 1,893 1,974 1,826 1,641 1,678 1;552

65 years and over 1,749 1,757 1,773 1,751 1,498 1,508 1,487

All families 3,388 3,410 3,451 3,082 2,954 2,965 2,757

2 persons 2,364 2,383 2,394 2,320 2,012 2,017 1,931

Head under 66 years 2,441 2,458 2,473 2,373 2,093 2,100 . 1,984

Head 65 years and over 2,194 2,215 2,217 2,202 1,882 1,883 1,861

3 persons 2,905 2,924 r,937 2,830 2,480 2,485 2,395

4 persons 3,721 3,743 3,745 3,725 3,195 3,197 3,159

5 persons 4,386 4,415 4,418 4,377 3,769 3,770 3,761

6 persons 4,921 4,958 4,962 4,917 4,244 4,245 4,205

7 or more parsons 8.034 8,101 8,118 5,952 5,182 5:105 5,129

Source:, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1972.

5 to 17 inclusiv.e in families below the poverty level was an expansion of the

sample. The data were prepared according to school districts as a joint effort

of the U. S. Office of Education and the Bureau of the Census using the Fourth

Count Summary Tapes. Because school districts are not coterminous with other

geographicsl areas tabulated by the Bureau, it was necessary to prepare a refer-

ence list indicating the percentage of area of each census tract or minor civil

division (e.g. township) falling in each school district. Such percentages were

then applied to the data such as income statistics and aggregated to the school

district level.

Release of the Special Filth Count Census Tapes, providing.data by enumera-

don district3 and blockgroups (about one-fifth the size of census tracts), made

it possible to generate .more accurate data for Fiscal Year 1977. The prepara-

tion of the new school district tape based on the Fifth Count for Illinois was ac-

complished at Illinois State University.

5 9
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Ordinarily school district data have been prepared only for districts with

an enrollment of 300 or over. For a few states including Illinois, however,

statistics for all districts were released.

AFDC and Foster Children

The number of children 5-17 from families on ADC with income above the

poverty level and those under the legal guardianship of the state have been ob-

tained from the Illinois Department of Public Aid and the Illinois Department

of Children and Family-Services, respectively. Because names were withheld,

it has been necessary to judge the school district involved from the address,

a very difficult and inaccurate undertaking with respect to many addresses.

Accordingly for FY '77 the Illinois Office of Education arranged to have the

IDPA and DFCS mail out cards for each child to the families on ADC and in

foster homes, respectively. The families were instructed to have their child-

ren take these cards to the school being attended. Private schools were asked

to forward the cards to the appropriate public school. Each principal was in-

structed to insert a unique code for his school and forward the cards to the IOE

so as to be credited with the proper number of Title I eligibles in his district.

A follow-up mailing was made to those whose cards were not returned. After

a reasonable period of time, for all cases of non-response the remaining child-

ren were assigned to the most probable school district. As indicated above,

only 2/3 of the AFDC children may be counted as eligibles.

Adequacy of the Data

Without a question there are serious inadequacies in these data. Some of

these may have been remedied by recent endeavors, but others require changes

in the law. 6 0
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One of the most annoying inadequacies in the present system is the in-

ability of either a school district or the Illinois Office of Education to obtain

directly the number of foster children and children in AFDC families residing

within the district. The cumbersome system described above is expensive,

time-consuming, and inaccurate.

Inade uacies in the Census

Turning to the census data, we should note both the inadequacies in the

census in general and specific problems relevant to Title I eligibles. A major

problem from the very beginning is the undercount of the population. Overall

nationally 5.3 million or 2.5 percent of the population are estimated as missed

in the census. More significantly the undercdunt was probably much higher for

low income families. The Census Bureau itself admits this situation and, for

example, estimates that 8. 6 percent of black children under 10 years of age

were not counted (Casserly, 1973). In all likelihood these children were pri-

marily from low income families.

Other respondents who did complete the census questionnaire may have

purposely or inadvertently falsified their incomes. Usually these returns off-

set each other, but in some localities the norm may be to understate, whereas

in other districts to overstate one's income.

There are, of course, proceSsing and other errors in the census, but for

our purposes we can assume that these are minor in most cases. Some glaring

and obvious errors, however, do show up in the data.

More critical than the above inadequacies is the fact that income data was

obtained from only a 20 percent sample ofkl households and then expanded to
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represent the total population. For areas such as coimties this approach is highly

accurate, but for small areas the sampling error can be exceptionally large.

Inade icaries in School District Census Data

Turning from general problems of the census to those specifically relevant

to school district and Title I eligibles, the major problem has been the lack of

identification of the school district on the census questionnaires. As a -:esult

the Census Bureau cannot tabulate census data directly by school districts the

way it does for cities or counties. To obtain the information by school districts

the 'Bureau matched the boundaries of census-defined areas with the irreplar

boundaries of school districts. A high percentage of school district maps are

obsolete, vague, and even inaccurate so that even with the best of care the match-

ing job is not very precise. Also in the process some areas may not be found

and bits of territory are sometimes unassigned. Such deficiencies were apparent

when the school district census tapes were released from Washington. For

Illinois there were over 500 areas not assigned to a school district including some

with populations in the thousands, and there were numerous other areas mis-

assigned (Pohlmann, 1975). With financial assistance from the Illinois Office

of Education, demographers at Illinois State University checked the maps and

made significant corrections in the original tapes.

The approach described above is also based on the questionable assump-

don that population and specifically low income families are evenly distributed

throughout a census tract (CT) or minor civil division (MCD) such as. a town-

ship. By matching maps one can determine the percentage of the area of a

CT or MCD falling in a given school district and apply that percentage to the
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population data. Because some CT's and MCD's cover large areas, it is pos-

sible that the population is very unevenly distributed. At the extreme it is

conceivable that four school districts each cover 25 percent of the area of a

MCD and each is credited with one-fourth of the Title I eligibles in the MCD.

In reality, however, all of the low income families may live within one school

district.

The release of the Fifth Count File C Census tapes by the Census Bureau

has helped in part to reduce this kind of error. These new tapes provide data

by enumeration districts (ED's) and block groups (BG's), which on the average

are about one-fifth as large as CT's and MCD's. With financing by the Illinois

Office of Education demographers at ISU completely redid the 1970 Census by

school districts in Illinois using the new -tapes. The evidence indicates a more

accurate representation of the population (Pohlmarm, 1976). Unfortunately some

ED's are still as lafge as townships, some matching of boundaries is still sub-

ject to error, and percent of area remains the primary basis for distributing

low income families to school districts which share the' same ED. Evidence

of population concentration was taken into account as much as possible here

at ISU in assigning percentages, but there is nothing on the map to indicate

pockets of poverty. Currently field studies are being conducted in some areas

in an attempt to obtain better results.

A final problem in using the 1970 Census if the lack of information on the

number of children ages 5 to 17 inclusive below the poverty level. One source

provides data on ages 6 to 17 and another on 0-17, requiring that estimates be

made on the basis of the distribution of children by age.
6 3
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The Growing Obsolesence of 1970 Data

The use of 1970 Census data becomes less definsible each year for two

reasons . In the first place our very rapidly changing society produces shifts

in school-age populations and changes in the number below poverty level.

The second reason stems from the 1974 amendment to the ESEA, limiting

to two-thirds the number of children in AFDC families above the poverty level

who may be counted as eligibles and at the same time raising the poverty level

. each year. Thus fewer of these children are eligible each,year while the num-

ber below the poverty level remains fixed at the 1970 Census figure. According

to the Illinois Office of Education the number of Title I eligibles allowed by the

U. S. Office of Education has dropped from 430, 435 in FY '73 to 381, 627.in the

current year, a loss of 48,808. Depending on local circumstances this drop has

much greater impact on some districts than on others. There is reason to be-

lieve that the number below poverty level may have actually increased in the

very districts which lose these AFDC eligibles.

Confirmation of this contention is found in part in the Current Population

Reports released by the Bureau of the Census. For the period 1969 to 1974

the Bureau (1975:17) reports that the number of related children under 18 in

families below the poverty level increased from 9,501,000 to 10, 196,000 or

7.32 percent. Applying this percentage to the 305,093 eligibles allowed to Illi-

nois on the basis of the 1970 Census (1969 income) the state should have an in-

crease of at least 22, 318. Moreover it shculd be noted that this adjustment

does not reflect the severe recession year 1975. Unfortunately there is no

indication which school districts are most adversely affected by failure to make

such an adjustment. 64.
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Recommendations

There are inequities in the distribution of funds based upon various formu-

lae which util5ze data on Title I eligibles. Such inequities result from both in-

adequate data and the declining number of eligibles under present laws. In view

of these circumstances I believe that the following recommendations are in order.

1. Amend the statutes of Illinois to include as low income in any weighting

of the school aid formula those children on ADC who are not currently being

counted. The law should include those designated as below the poverty level

as of the 1970 Census plus those on ADC above the poverty level cutoff as of

1970, including two-thirds of those on ADC above the current annual poverty

level. Although this approach would count some children twice if the family

income has risen above the 1970 poverty level, this would be offset by not count-

ing some children not on ADC, even though the family income falls below the

.Current annual poverty level. Data on chilthen in this latter category are not

readily available.

2. Amend the statutes of Illinois to require the Illinois Department of

Public Aid and the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services to pro-

vide directly to the Illinois Office of Education full and detailed information, in-

cluding name, address, and school district of residence of each child to be

counted in weighting the school aid formula.

3. Work for a change in federal laws to update 1970 Census data by count-

ing all children from families receiving ADC.

4. Permit school districts affected by in-migration to update information

on the number of Title I eligibles through a current census. (The precedent

6 5
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for this exists in other funding measures such as the distribution of motor fuel

taxes. )

5. Attempt to get the Bureau of the Census to admit errors in the 1970

Census where evidence can be produced to document such errors.

6. Work now for improvements in the 1980 Census including (a) identifi-

cation of school districts on the questionnaire, (b) a statewide program to prepare

very accurate and detailed maps of school districts, and (c) urging the Census

Bureau t,o secure income data from every household instead of a twenty percent

sample.
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